Answer Outline

Question 1

Acceptance by Silence  
- general rule  
- prior relationship  
- benefit of offered services

Restitution  
- Volunteer  
- Remedy

Question 2

Bargain Analysis  
- Section 71 analysis  
- Past Consideration

Promise for benefit received  
- Benefit  
- restitutionary concept (unjust enrichment)  
- amt not disproportionate

Question 3

Parole Evidence Generally  
- Complete/Partial Integration  
- Effect

Collateral Contract
Question 4

Offer Generally

Std
Ads
Distinguishing factors

Acceptance

Question 5

Output Contract

Recognition
Good Faith
Unreasonably Disproportionate Analysis

Remedy

(NOTE: time frame not clear)
Expectancy 10k-14k per time period

Question 6

Statute of Frauds – Applicability

Statute of Frauds – Merchant’s rule

written objection rule

 DAMAGES

10 * 100 (amount unpaid)
2*1100 (expectancy damages)
Essay 1  25 pts

Omitted

Essay 2  25 pts

Acceptance without knowledge of offer  5 pts

Promise for benefit received  6 pts
   distinguish Mills v. Wyman
   Restatement approach

Restitution  6 pts
   Volunteer problem

Remedy  8 pts
   Reward
   Promise
   Restitutionary Remedy
      (Add in the amount of the boarding?)